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Overview
To obtain work in documentary radio or ﬁlm and garner experience in the ﬁeld of media
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Education
2008- 2011

National University of Ireland Maynooth,

Maynooth, Ireland

Similar Resumes

Honors degree received in Media and English
Projects completed: Produced a one-hour long radio program in studio, live interviews,
prepared packages, vox-pops and live music. Created three minute long Stop-Motion
cartoon. Directed a twelve minute long short ﬁlm. Edited footage for local clubs and
societies
Classes studied: Media Law, Television Documentary, Radio Broadcast, Media Policy,
Radio Journalism, Scriptwriting, Video Editing, Television Studio, History of Cinema,
Editing.

Media Experience
Photography, ﬁve years experience taking and editing photos. I was accepted to
photography college in Ireland but chose media instead. A sample of my portfolio is
kept here: www.pix.ie/astrobotty
Video, during the three year course we scripted, shot and edited a lot of footage and
our ﬁnal year project involved a ﬁlm which was directed, shot and edited ourselves. I
have experience using Final Cut Pro as well as Pro Tools
Radio, Radio editing and broadcasting was a large part of our course. We had to write
pieces which we then had to record and edit into a package. I had a particular interest
in speaking on air and felt very suited to it

Employment History
11/10- 02/12

Labucca Restaurant Dunboyne

Dunboyne, Ireland

Server
Working in a very busy environment

08/10- 04/12

Maintaining excellent customer service
Leading ‘Pizza parties’ where the kids are taught how to make their own pizzas.
Dublin, Ireland
Summer Camp Leaders
Interviewer

04/09- 10/09

Interviewing potential candidates for J1 Summer Camp Visas
Being organised and able to deal with a large amount of interviews at any one time
Knowing where to spot warning signs, or signs of inexperienced candidates
Dublin, Ireland
Fiat Ireland
Valet
Cleaning and maintaining showroom quality cars.
Speaking with the public and answering their questions.
Overall responsibility for presentation of display cars at various shows and events.
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